ENGLISH
The English components for this
term include:





Poetry – concrete poems and
performance
Using vocabulary for effect
Dialogue
Persuasive writing – radio advert

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
The Scream Machine topic is all about Science, including
recognition and description of forces (how rollercoasters
work!), scientific measurements and designing and
completing experiments.
D.T. – We will be designing, creating, testing and evaluating
against a given design.
Computing will include writing algorithms, searching the
internet and coding (Scratch).
E-safety will continue to be an early focus.

Spelling, Punctuation and
Grammar will focus on
paragraphs, topic sentences and
elaboration, word classes.
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MATHS
Following the new National
Curriculum there will be a focus on
number skills this term. Place
value and the number system will
be explored in depth. Nets of
shapes along with ratio will be
linked to the overall topic.

HUMANITIES
Geography will focus on the location
and facilities of theme parks in the
UK and overseas, using maps and
research.

There will be continual challenge
using activities to deepen learning
and problem solving.

RE
The children will be exploring stories
from other faiths, and how they
shape people’s beliefs.
FRENCH
We will continue our programme of
language games, songs and stories
to develop and extend basic
language skills.

PERSONAL WELL BEING
HOME LEARNING






Homework/Learning Logs come home every
Wednesday and are expected to be returned on
Monday.
Spellings will also be set on a weekly basis. They will
personalised to ability, along with age related word
pattern, and challenge words accordingly.
If you have any resources or skills that we could
utilise for this term’s topic, then please let us know!

PSHE; through circle time and
discussion we will be looking at
changes, discussing the children’s
rights and responsibilities in
school, as well as helping them to
cope with difficult situations.
GAMES / P.E; Games will teach a
variety of team games, P.E will
cover the Rugby Haka and
apparatus work.

